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General Statement
METrans is a USA based OEM Manufacturer of an entirely new scale of Patented, non-autonomous, 
electric, industrial, personnel and light burden transport vehicle (each equipped with an industry first 
laser accident avoidance system) and multiple, special purpose 4-wheel steering trailers. METrans 
Products are designed to operate virtually anywhere a person can walk including offices, interior 
doorways, elevators, in terminal and ramp side, at up to 14 mph (programmable) and a range of up to 
40 miles on one charge. Vehicle cargo/personnel load capacity is 500lbs. (226.80 kg) with a towing 
capacity of 1000lbs. (453.59kg) 

Due to their small size and maneuverability, our Products are well suited for in terminal, parking and 
ramp side maintenance and operations, safety and security operations in Commercial and Private 
Airports.

In-Terminal Services Hypothesis
Many processes in the context of janitorial, merchandising and restocking services in airport 
terminals are out-dated and have not seen efficiency improvements in many years. Terminal 
janitorial, merchandising and restocking services have not been the focus of efficiency 
improvements before METrans Equipment. Significant man hour savings and other 
efficiencies are observed through deployment of METrans Equipment.
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CASE STUDY #1
In-Terminal Garbage—Present Practice
Present practice is to collect garbage with wheeled 
plastic garbage cans which are manually pushed by the 
operator, moving through the terminal (at walking speed, 
2 mph [3.22kph]) emptying “bullet” terminal garbage 
cans (typically with similar capacity as the wheeled cans) 
and rest room garbage receptacles.

The capacity of the wheeled can is typically 44 gallons 
or 55 gallons. When the wheeled can is full, the operator 
pushes it back to the freight elevator for transport to the 
dumpster, usually located on the ground floor, outside. As the location of the “bullet” terminal garbage 
cans become further away from the freight elevator, the operator must walk further and further each 
time the wheeled can is full. This practice is time consuming and inefficient in that it takes many man 
hours represented by trips through the terminal and to the dumpster to empty wheeled cans. Often, 
due to the wheeled cans being overfilled and pushed, garbage can spill out onto the terminal floor. 
Additionally, limited visibility can result by overfilling the wheeled cans, resulting in potential accidents 
with pedestrians.

In-Terminal Garbage—Deployment of METrans Equipment
METrans offers a non-autonomous tow vehicle of a scale and maneuverability that will easily travel 
through any doorway, elevator or other pedestrian walkway, as well as traverse all areas of the 
passenger terminal, and can co-exist and not intimidate pedestrians while operating. For garbage 
service, the METrans Vehicle tows a trailer, either of a standard size of 25 inches wide and 40 inches 
long, 203 gallon/27cu. ft. capacity, level at top, with typical +33% overfill capacity using supplied 
bungee net, resulting in 271 gallon/36cu. ft. total capacity; or the large size of 25 inches wide and 72 
inches long, 366 gallon/49cu. ft. capacity, level at top, with typical +33% overfill capacity using 
supplied bungee net, resulting in 488 gallon/65cu. ft. total capacity. Each of the trailers has four-wheel 
steering to track the METrans Vehicle or, can be operated in a highly maneuverable manner separate 
from the Vehicle as a Cart, with supplied Tow Bar. 

With the observed approximate 900% improvement in capacity (72-inch trailer @488 gallon vs. 
55-gallon wheeled can), and 400% improvement in speed (2mph [3.22kph] walking vs. 8mph 
[12.875kph] towed trailer speed), the efficiency gain through deployment of METrans 
Equipment is profound.

CONCLUSION
The resulting increase in efficiency results in man hour cost savings and rapid payback for METrans 
Equipment cost. Additionally, with resulting reduction in personnel, overall efficiency of In-Terminal 
garbage services increases. The small footprint of the METrans Vehicle and Trailers as well as 
reduction in active wheeled garbage can pusher personnel decreases the congestion in Terminal.
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CASE STUDY #2
In Terminal Restocking/Merchandising—
Present Practice
Present Practice is to use various sized janitor and 
flatbed 4 and 6 caster wheeled push carts to transport 
replenishment supplies for in terminal restrooms, 
concessionaire shops’ and stores’ inventory 
replenishment as well as food stuffs for In Terminal 
restaurants. The random size of the push carts, chaotic 
loading zones, frequency of entry by the push carts into 
passenger areas are generally not regulated, causing 
potential accidents with passengers. Additionally, many 
push carts are overloaded in height and weight, limiting visibility and increasing hazards to walking 
passengers. Additional observed issues are the lack of standard sized push carts; lack of standard 
loading procedures, cargo size, dimensions and weight; lack of organized loading times and delivery 
vehicles unloading products for the push carts. All of this chaos results in organic inefficiencies, 
significant man hour needs, crowding of Terminals, and potential accidents with pedestrians.

In Terminal Restocking/Merchandising—Deployment of METrans Equipment
METrans offers a non-autonomous tow vehicle of a scale and 
maneuverability that will easily travel through any doorway, elevator 
or other pedestrian walkway, as well as traverse all areas of the 
passenger terminal, and can co-exist and not intimidate pedestrians 
while operating. For restocking/merchandising service, the METrans 
Vehicle tows two “flat-bed” trailer/carts (with removable end bar 
restraints), either of a standard size of 25 inches wide and 40 inches 
long, flat bed, or the large size of 25 inches wide and 72 inches 
long. Each of the trailers has four-wheel steering to track the 
METrans Vehicle or, can be operated in a highly maneuverable 
manner separate from the Vehicle as a Cart, with supplied Tow Bar. 
Alternatively, for cargo needing security after loading and while 
being transported, METrans offers two additional trailer/carts of 
similar size as the “flat-bed” trailer/carts which are fully enclosed on 
the sides, with accordion doors which can be locked by the 
operator. 

All METrans trailer/carts are “towed” by METrans Vehicles, which provides unobstructed 
visibility and maneuverability in loading, transiting terminal environments and at the point of 
unloading/restocking. Due to the compact size and large cargo carrying capacity of the 
METrans Vehicles and trailer/carts, loading, staging, and in-terminal delivery could be 
scheduled for least pedestrian intrusion and maximum utility in unloading times with 
concessions, restaurants and restrooms.
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(also available in larger 71” size)
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Ramp Side (Air Side) Services Hypothesis
Many processes in the context of plane mechanical and 
janitorial and restocking services Ramp Side in commercial 
and private airports are out dated and have not seen 
efficiency improvements in many years. These services 
have not been the focus of efficiency improvements before 
METrans Equipment. Significant man hour savings and 
other efficiencies are observed through deployment of 
METrans Equipment.

CASE STUDY #3
Ramp Side Services—Present Practice
Aside from typical baggage handling and plane moving equipment, present practice is to use many 
types of conveyances for services to airplanes being turned at passenger gates (arrival, disembarking 
of passengers and cargo, mechanical checks, crew change, cabin cleaning, loading of passengers 
and cargo). Examples are walking personnel, janitor push carts; wheeled garbage cans; three 
wheeled bicycles with small cargo baskets; golf carts; side by side ATVs; pick-up trucks and other 
non-specialized transportation equipment. Due to barriers, much of this equipment is not able to 
directly access the airplanes. Further, with the myriad of different conveyances, sometimes, each with 
limitations in how close they can get to the airplanes, efficiency is compromised. Due to the size and 
scale and resulting lack of maneuverability of many current modes of transportation operating in close 
proximity to parked airplanes, there is a risk of an accident with other ground support equipment or 
actual airplanes.

Ramp Side Services—Deployment of METrans Equipment
METrans offers a non-autonomous vehicle of a scale and maneuverability that will easily travel 
through any doorway, elevator or other pedestrian walkway, as well as traverse all areas of the Ramp, 
adjacent to airplanes parked at gates. Due to their small scale and maneuverability, METrans 
Vehicles and Trailer/Carts cannot come in contact with and potentially damage parked airplanes while 
performing their service functions, and are agile enough to avoid potential contact with other ground 
support equipment. To assist ground support personnel, including Ramp mechanics, Supervisors and 
other specialized personnel, the METrans Vehicles represent a solution. 

When METrans, 4-wheel steering, mission specific Trailer/Carts are deployed with the METrans 
Vehicle, efficiencies increase as a direct result of the ability of personnel to have greater 
access to airplanes. Using METrans Vehicles and Workbench Trailer/Cart, would allow airplane 
Mechanics closer access to airplanes at passenger gates needing service. The Workbench 
Trailer/Cart provides tool and part storage, and work surface for Ramp Mechanics.

Additionally, the flat-bed and/or locking enclosed trailer/carts offer the ability of ground 
support personnel to more easily access and restock parked airplanes.
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